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Latest Results
C Grade

A Grade
Golden Grove

4

4

28

Golden Grove

10

12

72

Flinders Park

4

7

31

Flinders Park

2

8

20

D Grade

B Grade
Golden Grove

5

6

36

Golden Grove

5

2

32

Flinders Park

3

9

27

Lockleys

10

13

73

Golden Grove

5

7

37

Henley

8

14

62

Under 18 Men

Club News
Girls in finals!
Our U12 & U14 girls have moved into the
second round of finals so please come and
support them in their endeavours to make the
Grand Final next week.
Both games are at Payneham Norwood Union
Football Club on Friday 11 August.
U12 Girls - Preliminary Final at 5:30pm vs
Hectorville.
U14 Girls - Preliminary Final at 6.45pm vs
Hope Valley.

Congratulations
Connor!
Good luck to Connor
Butcher competing in
the SAPSASA 12
and under Australian
Football Championships in Darwin next
week.

Under 6 Gold
Our U6 Gold Burras have been relatively lucky this season in dodging poor weather conditions but with the rain this
week, Sunday’s game was always going to be a wet one, and with the Modbury oval being renowned for turning to
mush in the later part of the season, it certainly didn’t disappoint.
The biggest battle of the day was always going to be keeping the kids focused on the game and not on making mud
pies in what was the sloppiest conditions we are likely to see.
During our warm-up a number of kids were hesitant about going to ground in fear of getting dirty so we changed
things up and introduced a brief exercise where the kids were encouraged to slide in and jump on the footy. This
broke the ice and the majority of the kids started the game with dirty knees and muddy hands. Coupled with this,
they were given the challenge of being the muddiest ball getter on the day with the winner receiving a chocolate bar
for their efforts.
This pre-game lead up seemed to work as the kids jumped on the ball from the very first bounce, with the majority
of the centre clearances dominated by our gold superstars.
Kooper and Noah were our dynamic duo in the midfield in the opening term with Noah reading the ball well and cutting off any opposition kick by being in the front position. Kooper was king of the ground ball and tussled with confidence knowing that he wanted the ball more than his opponent.
Jacko didn’t really like the muddy conditions but seemed able to put comfort aside and slotted two goals in the
opening term.
Mikayla “The Mac Attack” Edgecombe may not have had great dress sense on the day with the white and pink heart
long sleeve shirt being her garment of choice for the muddy conditions, but her footy brain was turned on with
Macka getting her hands on the footy and running in and kicking the Burley over the backlines defence and slotting
herself a goal for the quarter.
Our forward line attack on the footy continued in the second term with Mason once again showing confidence to be
first to the footy and running in with the ball and kicking a couple of goals for the quarter. Koby, Cooper and William
all showed great footy focus and were proactive in manning up following a turnover of the ball getting in front which
kept the ball in our forward zone for the majority of the term.
Prior to the game the kids were encouraged to be Fierce, Fast and First to the footy and to never give up. Jaxxon
took these instructions on board and ticked all of the boxes with his ground ball attack being the highlight for the
game, with every contest won and the ball delivered to a team mate via a handball or kick down the field.
Our midfield were fantastic all day and the kids positioned themselves around the ball-ups depending on the size
difference between the ruck contest and just as impressive was the endeavour to get the footy once it was knocked
to the ground.
The third term was a goal fest with Noah, Kooper, Louis and Maxi all reaping the rewards from their hard work with
scores for the term, Samuel also came close but was quickly swamped by the Modbury defence that was ever encroaching on his kicking room.
Our final term also produced some highlights with some of our more specific training exercises rubbing off onto the
game. Koby took it upon himself to push back after his path became blocked and this gave him the room he needed
to clear the defence with his kick and put a score on the board. Kooper also put into practice our method of entering
a ground contest and used his body and not his head to burst onto the scene and then levered the ball away from
his opponent with the use of his body, a text book manoeuvre.
The team had a great time rolling around in the mud today and it was great to see them putting all aspects of the
pregame address into play being Fierce, Fast and First to the ball and above all having Fun whilst doing it.
Scorers: Mason Smart 2.1, Oliver Frazer 2.0, Noah Bache 2.0, Kooper Riley 1.0, Brodie Jarvis 1.0, Jaxxon
Wilson 1.0, Louis Voigt 1.0, Koby Cummings 0.1, Max Johnson 0.1
Go Burras!

Under 7 Green
A rough night of wind and rain settled nicely just before game start at Payneham today for our U7 clash. We were
down Ethan, Jaxon (a big cheerio doing it tough in hospital this weekend) and Jacob Day, but we set up well and
prepared for a tough clash.
This didn’t slow Payneham down early and they crashed and bashed the ball forward and then dobbed big goals for
all angles and distances in a sight to be watched. For the day, Payneham kicked 8 goals 5, but we didn’t score in
the first quarter to their 2 goals 4; and that was something we had to get right straight away for the second quarter.
The quarter time huddle seemed to sort all the kinks out, and then we got to work. Jacob Kenna was solid with 6
kicks, 2 hand balls, 2 marks and 1 goal 1, William had 3 kicks and 1 mark and manned up really well in the 2nd half;
Wyatt earnt 2 kicks and 2 hard ball gets and Taylor had 2 kicks and 1 hand ball in a pleasing return to the action.

We had very solid contribution from most players by games end and we slotted 6 goals 3 for the day, meaning we
out scored our opposition for the final 3 quarters. Alas, the dominance Payneham showed in the first quarter was
too much to overcome and the score they posted early was basically what separated the 2 teams at the end of the
game. Still, a lot of praise must be handed out to the kids who were shocked early but battled on to get the slightly
larger slice of pie for the balance – well done Kookies to see it through to the end…

Under 7 Gold
2 massive games from the Golden Grove Gold team who are yet to drop a game.
U7 Gold versus Golden Grove Green
On a chilly Friday night under lights, many spectators came to watch the challenge between both Golden Grove
teams. You could see that both teams were switched on and looking forward to the battle. The game commenced
with players going hard for the ball as Cailan and Noah had a collision with their opponent because they all had
eyes only for the ball. This set the tone for what was to be a hard fought out game. Reuben, Luke, Riley, Eli, Declan, Owen, Ethan and Henry all scored 1 goal each for our team. Henry, Cailan, Declan and Owen all marked the
ball more than 5 times in the game and Noah took a specky in the last quarter. Cailan, Noah, Henry and Declan all
had 10 kicks for the match but a special mention goes to Eli who had his best game for the season with 1 mark, 4
kicks and a goal.
A great game and we most certainly learnt that the future of Golden Grove Football club is looking bright with many
good players on both Golden Grove teams. All team members came together as one to belt out the club song!
U7 Gold versus Modbury
On Sunday, Golden Grove Gold travelled to Modbury to play a game of football on a wet, wintery and very muddy
morning. Both Modbury and Golden Grove had been undefeated all season and it was most certainly going to be an
arm wrestle to see who would come away with the win. The coach would have been very proud of our boys as they
played with grit and determination. Declan was awesome as he managed 7 marks, 11 kicks and a goal for our
team. Brady’s defence was so strong as he also marked 5 kicked 9 and scored 2 goals in the attack line. Cooper
had a massive game with 12 kicks, 3 marks and 1 goal with 3 handy points. A special mention goes to Dylan who is
getting stronger and stronger each week. He had 4 very valuable kicks and willingly played for the other team in 2
quarters to assist them. Luke, Noah and Mitchell also worked hard in the mud to get their team mates the ball and
had over 7 kicks. Henry Brady, Noah, Declan and Cooper were our goal scorers but a great team effort from all the
boys who have had a fantastic season and are yet to lose a game.

Under 8 Blue
Round 13 saw U8 Blue return to Harpers Field to play Hope Valley on
Sunday morning. After consistent rain the previous couple of days, we
were presented with very wet and boggy conditions. Unfortunately, illness sidelined a number of players late and reduced our available players to just 14 for the game. However it seemed that Hope Valley experienced the same challenges and were also only able to field 14 players. Reduced numbers meant that we played 4 in the middle. On Sunday, our joint captains for our game were: Sam, Brandon and Jamison
– the boys won the toss and chose to kick to the Northern end.
The main focus areas for the game were to: be first to the ball, smart
kicks and to run with the ball.
The first quarter commenced under very tough and wintery conditions. In the middle Cameron started very well taking a couple of strong marks and moving the ball forward, Harry and Jackson were busy whilst Jacob continued to
improve talking a good mark. In the forward lines Lochy started with a great energy covering a lot of ground whilst
Paddy and Brady were able to get the team going kicking good goals. Down the other end of the ground in defence
Sam and Austyn took a number of strong marks on the last line whilst Callum, Josh and Jamison played great defensive footy, applying considerable pressure to the Hope Valley forwards. The first quarter came to an end which
allowed the U8 Blue boys to come together for a quick drink and changes to the team.
The second quarter commenced with the four boys in the middle playing good footy to move the ball forward. Brandon and Asher were involved in a couple of plays where their pressure prevented Hope Valley being able to move
the ball freely. In the forward lines Jamison lead out and took a strong mark, outside his range it was great to see
Austyn stand tall to take a strong mark and the top of the goal square then go back and kick a goal. Later on in the
quarter Sam was able to win the ball and kick another goal following some
good ball movement. Down the other end of the field in defence the boys
were playing great footy with a number of great pressure acts from Cameron,
Harry and Rylie causing turnovers. Jackson continued to keep busy creating
run from defence. The half time siren sounded which gave everyone and
chance to have a quick drink. After a great first half, the break gave the
coaching staff time to remind the boys to play smart team footy and an opportunity to highlight a number of ‘high 5’ moments.
Whilst the rain held off the second half commenced under very cool and blustery conditions. In the middle, Sam continued to find the footy winning a number of clearances. As the quarter went on Jamison took a great mark in the
middle and was able to move the ball forward with a long kick. With the boys
starting off the quarter well in the middle, this ensured that the forwards had
plenty of opportunities. In the forward lines, Jackson and Harry were busy involved in a number of scoring movements whilst Rylie showed great pressure to keep the ball in the area. Whilst in defence Brady and Patrick took a
couple of good marks to save certain scores. As quarter went on, some lose manning up allowed Hope Valley to
kick a couple of late goals. The siren sounded to bring the third quarter to an end, the boys came together for a
quick drink. The message to the boys at ¾ time was to be first to the footy and create as many ‘team high 5’ moments as possible.
The last quarter commenced well Hope Valley winning a number of clearances following some good taps. As the
quarter went on Jacob, Rylie and Cameron were able to win possession through some great pressure whilst Jackson covered the wet ground with ease and kick the ball long. In the forward lines Patrick was busy early and took a
good mark then went back to kick a nice goal. Brandon and Brady showed great determination to keep the ball in
our forward lines applying great pressure. Down the other end of the field, Austyn and Sam were busy. Late in the
quarter, Jamison tapped the ball perfectly to move the ball on whilst Josh played great defensive footy saving a certain goal from applying great pressure to the Hope Valley forwards.
As the final siren blew, we congratulated the other team for a great
game and then sang the club song.
On Sunday it was great to see that despite the very tough conditions
for the entire game we played some really good team footy. The
pressure the boys displayed across the field for the entire game
saved a number of certain goals. Thank you to all those who helped
with the game on Sunday. Next week we are on the road for the last
time this season to play local rivals Tea Tree Gully on Sunday morning. GO BURRAS!

Under 11 White
This week we took on Hope Valley at Hope Valley in
very trying weather conditions. We knew the match was
always going to be tough knowing that Hope Valley had
beaten TTG two weeks before, but with a tough swirling
wind we really wanted to win the toss to start the game
and Sam Rudd (Captain) and Riley Sewell did not disappoint winning the toss and choosing the kick with the
wind. We proved very dominate in the first quarter with Tom Stevens winning the ruck tap and working hard around
the ground. Samuel Rudd was in the thick of it playing the ultimate captains game on one occasion taking a huge
overhead mark and pumping the ball back into the forward line. Riley Sewell was hitting the contest hard and was
constantly at the bottom of the packs getting the handballs out. But the match was tight and credit the Hope Valley’s
defence saw that we did not score a goal in the first quarter.
The second quarter was never going to be easy pushing into a very strong breeze, but the boys fought hard. Xander Mossop, Danyle Dobie and Cael Gursoy played relentless football contently getting themselves to the second
contest ensuring we had numbers at the ball and it was when Tyson Hartmann took the ball from the 50 meter line
and ran to the 30 meter mark slotting the goal into the wind seen us get the first goal of the day. Great Game Tyson!
Both Danyle and Cael were impressive with strong tackling, but in particular did some smothers and shepherds that
really did keep us in the match. Xander’s ability to get the ball out of the pack really stood out on the day. Brodie
Leisavniek was thrown into the ruck and his ability to get the tap down and give us first use of the ball was outstanding and worked had in hand with Lachlan Giles who together made sure that we didn’t give the ball up easy. The
pressure was intense and it was Marin Barlow and Kaya Allan who really did ensure that were able to fight hard on
the last line of defence. Hope Valley did not give up and were fighting very hard, meaning the scores were very
close at half time.
We discussed at half time how important it was that we used the wind to our advantage in the third quarter. The
quarter started with Daniel Hewitt and Luke Scott wining the ball out of the middle, on one occasion Daniel laid the
ultimate tackle being awarded the free kick for holding the ball. Luke’s attack on the football was excellent and when
the ball was in the pack was able to rip the ball out of the opponents hand and get the handball out to a running
player running past. Declan Braybrook continued his great form for the year of the half back flank in a big play when
Hope Valley looked on the attack, Declan leaped high of the ground taking a crucial chest mark in amongst 4 Hope
Valley players. Great Game Declan! The game was still very tense and we just couldn’t get the score on the board.
Michael Tarzia was looking dangerous leading to the ball well and holding the ball in ensuring the ball did not get
released out of our forward line. Talan and Jai’s work rate around the ground was very impressive and their ability
to push back down the ground when Hope Valley was looking dangerous was outstanding. As much as we tried we
just couldn’t get the score on the board and with Hope Valley getting a goal into the wind we were very nervous going into the last quarter, I had asked the boy’s to step it up a notch and it was great to see the intensity of the game
rise again.

Harrison Lawlor played the game of this life running hard off the wing, tackling hard and really keeping us in the
match and it was our tackling that really did ensure we held in. The game was tight and was being played in Hope
Valley’s half so we had to send our back line specialist in Kalan Weaving who made sure that we did not give a goal
up and to Kalan’s credit really did stop every effort the Hope Valley through at us. We could all see the fire in Alex’s
belly as he laid the perfect tackle to make sure his opponent did not get through and then collected the ball and hit a
team mate on the chest. But the play of the day had to go to Josh Richter in the last five minutes when the ball
came down forward had to race 4 Hope Valley players to the ball bout 20 metres and never gave up tackling the
Hope Valley player wrapping him up being awarded the holding the ball. This allowed us to hold the ball up down
our end of the oval ensuring the Kookaburra’s got the win. Great
game Josh!
I would like to thank all of the great parent support on the day.
Particularly all the parents that supported the boundary and goal
umpire duties in tough conditions (Thanks Shane and Ang), it is
no secret that the great parents that we have in our team go a
long way to the success our boys have on the field. Special mention to Jamie Dobie who ran training on Wednesday night. Well
done team!
Final Scores
Golden Grove 1.8.14
Hope Valley 1.3.9
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